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ACTIVATE
You need to confirm that you 
are a smoker or vaper and verify 
that you are over the age of 
18 to activate your IQOS VEEV 
device before first use. If it is not 
activated, the lower and upper 
lights will be white. Activate at 
veev-vape.com/activate.

READY
The lights will pulse white for 
up to 3 minutes to indicate 
your IQOS VEEV is ready.



PREPARE
Remove the seal tab before 
using the VEEV pod.

INSERT
Insert the VEEV pod into your 
IQOS VEEV device. A quick 
vibration and light pulse 
will confirm the VEEV pod is 
correctly inserted.

* For optimal charging performance, only use a manufacturer-approved AC power 
adaptor (sold separately)

Charging cable*VEEV pod
(sold separately)

Seal tab
(to be removed)

Use only a dry cloth to clean the mouth end or device.



VAPE
Once the lights stop pulsing, 
they will become constant 
white and show the battery 
level. You can start vaping.

ENGAGE WITH 
IQOS VEEV
Download IQOS app 
on Google Play or on 
iqos.com to access 
additional features.

CUSTOMER CARE
For the full user guide, 
customer care and 
extended support 
services, visit
iqos.com

TURN OFF 
If you don’t use your 
IQOS VEEV device, it will 

3 minutes to save battery. 

your IQOS VEEV by pressing 
the button for 1 second until it 
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*  Google Play and the Google Play  
Logo are trademarks of Google 
LLC.

*  IQOS app may not be available in 
your country.



BATTERY LEVELS 
White lights show the battery level. When IQOS VEEV battery is 
empty, the lower white light will blink for a few seconds before 

If you wait more than 3 
minutes to insert the VEEV 
pod, your IQOS VEEV device 
will automatically switch 

need to press the button for 

VEEV pod to start vaping.

>75%
4 white
lights

25%-1%
1 white

light
Charging required

75-50%
3 white
lights

50-25% 
2 white 
lights
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CHANGE VEEV pod

your IQOS VEEV device before 
removing the VEEV pod. 
When you insert it, a pulsing 
light might appear to indicate 
that it is initializing. It is ready 
to use when the light stops 
pulsing.



Quick Tips

TO TURN ON & OFF
RESPONSIVE DRAW 
The responsive enhances  
the sensorial experience 
through a subtle vibration 

on the button while taking  

ERROR NOTIFICATION
IQOS VEEV will show a 
red light blinking for a few 
seconds. Try to change the 
VEEV pod. If this happens 
again, perform a reset.

TO RESET - Press the button 
for approximately 10 seconds 
and release. A few vibrations 
and blinkings of the lights 
will confirm the reset of your 
IQOS VEEV.

LOW LIQUID DETECTION 
IQOS VEEV will show the upper  
white light blinking for a few 

This is designed to prevent 
overheating and burnt taste. 
Replace the VEEV pod when 
this happens.
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